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Abstract

Received signal strength is a indication of signal level cur-

rently the device is receiving. This parameter is useful

when we need to transfer data into next hop node reliably

by selecting the strongest signal, which gives reliable con-

nectivity. The data can be safety reach to the destination if

we follow the strongest link in the path.

The receiving signal values from different transmitters

are collected and they are stored in routing table. Data is

forwarded using ZigBee technology, by selecting the best

routing table entry in the routing table.
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1 Introduction

This paper highlights the importance of signal strength in

the radio frequency communication using ZigBee network.

Depending upon signal strength, the distance to the next

hop node can be determined. Also this parameter is help-

full to determine which link is the strongest link to transmit

the data packet reliably over to the next node.

2 Related Work

Zigbee is a communication technology which is suitable

for WSN [1] , to transmit data wirelessly and receive at

base station. The advantage of zigbee is its low cost and

low power consumption which is ideal for resource hungry

Wireless networks.

Zigbee is a networking standard [6] for connecting sen-

sors, instrumentation and control systems in a wireless per-

sonal area network(WPAN). These technology standards

are used in the internet of things concept where all the

above discussed devices are connected to the Internet. It

has better performance over its competing technologies in

the parameters like frequency band, range, current con-

sumption, data rate etc. Programs running in these devices

will be given enough priority and time by the linux kernel

[7] to reliably read the sensor.

Zigbee uses IEEE 802.15.4 standard [8], which is used

in WSN where scalability, high reliability ,low cost, low

power and low data rate are required. It uses slotted

CSMA/CA mechanism, where super frame structure is

needed. A super frame can be further divided into smaller

slots called Backoff period[9]. Zigbee has receiver and

transmitter data path which is used in reception and trans-

mission of data. The zigbee can be programmed to work

as router in the network layer , along with data transmis-

sion and reception. Data to be transmitted can be from

upper layer or can be received from another zigbee. Data

received can come down and can do a U-turn, where re-

ceived data comes up, gets analysed and then gets trans-

mitted(forwarded) to its next hop destination.

CC2500 RF Module [11] - It is a Zigbee transceiver

which provides RF communication at 2.4Ghz, can be used

to transmit and receive data at 9600 baud rates. This mod-

ule works in serial communication and provides bidirec-

tional, but only one direction at same time(half-duplex).

For Zigbee , no external antenna is required and it is a plug

and play device.

The sensor proposed to use in the experiment is

DHT11(digital humidity and temperature) sensor [12].

This sensor is a composite sensor, which provides cal-

ibrated digital signal output for temperature and humid-

ity. Adafruit developed python library for DHT sensor [5],

which will separate temperature and humidity data. The

other type of sensors we can us in the applications like traf-

fic monitoring [3], which needs various sensors like motion

sensor. The WSN is built around Raspberi-Pi which will

collect the data recieved from these sensors and transmit to

the controlling station through communication technology.

For wireless networking we can use zigbee [2], Bluetooth

[4], wifi [6],GPRS etc.

Link quality plays an important role in routing [13], as

the received signal strength will indicate the strength of

the signal in the link. Using RSSI technique strong route

can be selected to the destination, which will increase the

lifetime of the network [14].

The network can make use of signal strength and en-

ergy aware reliable route discovery in MANET applica-

tions [15]. A prototype is developed [16] to measure the

recieved signal strength. value, where zigbee technology

is used in data transmission.

In wireless networks, received power is measured in

terms of function of distance [17]. Hence RSSI can be

used for evaluating distances between nodes. RSSI is a

measure of the signal at the reciever expressed in dBm

[18]. This paper also describes the parameters like Re-

ceived Signal Strength Indicator(RSSI), Link Quality In-

dication(LQI) and packet error rate (PER) which has been

measured and analyzed. Also it discuss the effect of RF

signal due to various obstacles found in indoor environ-

ments.
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Fig. 1: Proposed Routing Diagram
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Fig. 3: Data Transfer Model
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Fig. 4: State Diagram of the Experiment ( BC = Broad Cast
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Fig. 5: Routing Diagram - MultiHop Routing using ZigBee
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3 Proposed Model

The proposed model for the experiment is shown at Fig.

1, where node-B is choosen by the router to forward the

packet. The temperature sensor collects the data and it

is forwarded to the router. The router has a routing table

which is serached based on RSS. It is found that node1

rss value received is higher than node-C. so the sensor

data is forwaded to node-B. The communication diagram

is shown in Fig. 4. Node A will broadcast req-for-RSS

signal to all its neighboring nodes. if rssB > rssC , then

data is send to node-B.

The components of node is shown at Fig. 2. The system

is built around aurdino. Xbee and LCD display is con-

nected. The XBee will receive incoming signal and LCD

display will show RSSI value measured.

The data transfer model is shown in Fig. 3. The sending

node sends broadcast (BC) message (1) to all the nodes

within radio range. The receivers will send back response

message(2,3). The node N1 will measure the response sig-

nal level and send the data to the node having maximum

received signal strength. Data (4), will be sending in that

link, assuming that node N2 is transmitting signal in more

strength.

The multihop routing diagram is presented at Fig. 5.

Here the next hop node is selected using RSS value and ac-

cordingly routing is performed. The signal will travel hop

by hop basis till base station Ubuntu system is reached.

This is the overall proposed model where temperature sen-

sor circuit collects data and it is fed to aurdino board. from

which it is converted to wireless using ZigBee technology.

It is assumed to have two outgoing links and finally the

data needs to reach to the ubuntu system, where it is ana-

lyzed and further processed. The next hop ZigBee can be

selected using RSSI value received.

4 RSS and Routing Algorithm

The node A will send request for RSS through broadcast.

The nodes B and C will receive and they will respond with

dummy data packet. The response will also contain the

source id. The node A will receive the packet and its recep-

tion signal strength is measured. The two RSS values are

compared. The signal received which has highest strength

will be selected and for that particular node the data packet

is forwarded.

Here the data packet will contain destn id and the accep-

tance of packet is based on destn node id.

request

Table 1: request for RSS

res data source id

Table 2: response packet

data destn id

Table 3: data packet

destn node rss value ( dBm )

node B rssB

node c rssC

Table 4: Routing table at node A

if (rssB > rssC)
then send data to Node B

otherwise

send data to Node C

rn = max(rssB, rssC) (1)

wher rn is the next selected receiving node, which has

more rss value.

The sender will select the next hop node, which has max-

imum received signal strength. The routing table is created

as shown in the table 4, where dBm is the absolute number

representing power levels in mW.

Tables 1 , 2 and 3 shows different packet structures for

request, response and data transmission.
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Node which needs to be search for next forwarding node

Node A needs to select next node to send data based on highest RSS value.

1. Node A Broadcast request for signal

2. Neighbors will receive the signal and send hello message to A

3. Node A will receive hello message and measure RSS value, which will stored in RT of node A.

4. Select entry which has highest RSS value [ RT Search - RT of node A will have entries for node - B and node - C ]

5. Forward the data to node-B

Fig. 6: RSS Based Routing Algorithm

5 Conclusion

ZigBee protocol is used to send and receive sensor data

between various devices. In order to construct reliable

link, we need to consider best RSSI signal value available

among the next forwarding nodes.

The routing table is constructed dynamically, which

stores the node id and RSSI value, as the response is re-

ceived. The routing algorithm will search and find out best

value and this node id gives the available strongest link. To

this node, the data is transmitted.
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